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where they grew up. So where should they vote?
Locals are often hostile to college students and do not think
they should vote in the county since “they don’t really live
there.”
Probably about two-thirds of college students choose to vote
in their home town
Some states, like ID and NJ strongly discourage students from
registering in the state and make it difficult for them to do so.
Such efforts are within the law if the state says only that
students, like all citizens, must meet certain residency
requirements before allowing them to vote – so these states
simply make these residency requirements especially tough
(i.e., in-state driver’s license – I’ve always had a CA license
even though I’ve voted in WA and FL, what what)
However, states can no longer prevent students from
registering on grounds that they do not intent to be
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Why?
• in 2005, noticing that 68% of ballots cast were mail, WA

allowed its counties to choose whether they would implement
all-mail elections. By 2008, all by King and Pierce chose
all-mail elections. The state adopted uniformity by 2011 when
it passed legislation ensuring all counties voted by mail.
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• By 2011, 32 states and DC offered in-person early voting
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the locations are few and only located in certain parts of town
• Usually early voting ends on Monday, the day before Election

Day
• Reformers hoped that convenience voting would increase

turnout and increase the equality of turnout by increasing the
changes poor folks will get out and vote (they tend to be less
likely to vote in any election)
• Studies seem to suggest that these reforms have mostly failed.

These reforms work to retain existing voters by shifting their
participation from Election Day to earlier
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• What is new with most of this is a stricter requirement that

voters show a phot ID before their vote will be counted (GA
and IN started this trend in 2005). IN law went all the way to
SCOTUS, which upheld law as constitutional.

